Self-organized assemblies of colloidal particles obtained from an aligned chromonic liquid crystal dispersion
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The behavior of mono-disperse colloidal particles in a chromonic liquid crystal was investigated. Poly(methyl methacrylate) spherical particles with three different functionalizations, with and without surface charges, were utilized in the nematic and columnar phases of disodium cromoglycate solutions. The nematic phase was completely aligned parallel to the glass substrates by a simple rubbing technique, and the columnar phase showed regions of similar alignment. The behavior of the colloidal particles in the chromonic liquid crystal depended critically on the functionality, with bromine functionalized particles not dispersing at all, and cationic trimethylammonium and epoxy functionalized particles dispersing well in the isotropic phase of the liquid crystal. At the transition to the nematic and especially the columnar phase, the colloidal particles were expelled into the remaining isotropic phase. Since the columnar phase grew in parallel ribbons, the colloidal particles ended up in chain-like assemblies. Such behavior opens the possibility of producing patterned assemblies of colloidal particles by taking advantage of the self-organized structure of chromonic liquid crystals.

Introduction

Liquid crystals (LCs) – ordered fluids – are ubiquitous in nature and technology.1–4 Lyotropic LCs are solutions of amphiphilic or polyphilic compounds that form molecular assemblies, such as micelles, vesicles, or bilayers, which in turn form self-assembled ordered structures. Cell membranes in living organisms are formed of such bilayers. In contrast, thermotropic LCs consist of molecules with anisometric shape, for example rod-like, disk-like or bent-core molecules, which form orientationally ordered liquid mesophases in the temperature range between the solid and isotropic liquid states. Thermotropic LCs usually exhibit much larger birefringence than lyotropic LCs and are applied in liquid crystal displays (LCDs), thermometers, and photonic devices owing to their outstanding electro-optic performance. A unique combination of some of the benefits of lyotropic and thermotropic LCs can be found in chromonic LCs,5–7 a particular kind of lyotropic LC that contain stack-like assemblies of organic dye molecules with polar end groups dispersed in water. On one hand, chromonic LCs are often biocompatible;8 on the other hand they show reasonable anisotropic properties, in particular, relatively large birefringence and large dichroism. One of the frequently used compounds in chromonic LCs is the azo dye sunset yellow (SSY),7 which is a common food additive. Another compound forming chromonic LCs is disodium cromoglycate (DSCG), which is used as an anti-asthmatic drug.8 Incorporation of other active molecules in the dye assemblies can also be applied to use chromonic LCs as drug delivery systems.9 The combination of biocompatibility and optical anisotropy can be applied for developing optical biosensors.10 For example, Lavrentovich and coworkers demonstrated that the conformation of colloidal biomolecules can be optically detected by a chromonic LC, because these macromolecules create defects in the LC texture as soon as their size exceeds a critical threshold.10 The self-organization of chromonic LCs can also be utilized for the processing of technologically important materials in a water-based environment.11,12 Getting a uniform alignment of chromonic LCs is one of the challenges impeding practical applications. Thus, recent studies are targeted to achieve uniform13,14 and eventually even patterned15 alignment. The latter purpose requires rather sophisticated techniques, such as nano-imprinting.15 However, Collings and coworkers14 succeeded in finding a quite simple method of fabricating uniformly aligned chromonic LC samples through rubbing of the substrates with a fine abrasive foam. Based on this new alignment technique for chromonic LCs and motivated by previous work on mono-disperse colloidal particles,16 the present study aims to explore the behavior of colloidal particles in a uniformly aligned dispersion.
Results

Chromonic LC samples were prepared on glass slides, the surface of which was uniaxially rubbed with a fine abrasive foam. Glass spacers with a diameter of 11 μm were dispersed in two-component epoxy glue, which was used to assemble two of these substrates with a constant cell gap in between. Aqueous solutions of DSCG with concentrations between 12 and 25 wt% DSCG filled into these cells show very uniform textures. Fig. 1 shows the phase diagram of DSCG in water without particles. At room temperature, the nematic (N) phase appears in the range of lower DSCG concentrations, the columnar (M) phase at larger DSCG concentrations. At elevated temperatures, there are broad regions of coexistence of the isotropic phase and a mesophase (either N or M) owing to spontaneous separation into regions with lower and higher DSCG concentrations. This spinodal decomposition may lead to the appearance of DSCG-rich islands of the M phase which transform to the N phase on cooling. In a narrow range of concentrations close to 25 wt% DSCG, even a reentrant phase sequence I–(I + M)–(I + N)–N–M can be observed on cooling. These observations are in agreement with earlier studies.18

Intensity variations observed when the sample is rotated between crossed polarizers indicate a uniaxial alignment of the optical axis parallel to the substrate in both the N and M phases. This parallel alignment can be attributed to the rubbing procedure. Insertion of a wave plate (λ-plate) at an azimuthal angle of 45° indicates that the larger refractive index is observed if the plane of polarization (electric field of the light) is aligned perpendicular to the rubbing direction. Since the N and M phase of chromonic LCs are known to exhibit negative birefringence,7 it can be concluded that the preferred direction of the columnar aggregates (the director) is aligned along the rubbing direction.

The influence and behavior of colloidal particles were tested for three different types of cross-linked PMMA spheres with diameters of about 200 nm:

Type (A): PMMA spheres functionalized with bromine atoms by copolymerization with bromo hexyl acrylate;

Type (B): positively charged PMMA spheres obtained by substitution of the bromine atoms of type (A)-particles with trimethylamine groups;

Type (C): PMMA spheres functionalized with oxiran groups by copolymerization with glycidyl methacrylate.

The non-charged particles of type (A) tend to aggregate and cannot be dispersed well in the isotropic phase. This lack of dispersibility can probably be attributed to the fact that these particles exhibit the least hydrophilic surface. Since particles of type (A) turned out not to be suitable for our purpose, results on these particles are not shown. However, the charged particles of type (B) and the epoxy-functionalized particles of type (C) disperse very well, at least in the isotropic phase. The dispersion of colloidal particles does not affect the topology of the phase
diagram and the transition temperatures (Fig. 1) to any great extent.

While the particles of types (B) and (C) disperse homogeneously in the isotropic phase of DSCG mixtures, they tend to form agglomerates at the isotropic to nematic (I \( \rightarrow \) N) and the isotropic to columnar (I \( \rightarrow \) M) phase transitions. Both the functionalization of the particles and the kind of phase appearing at low temperatures are found to influence this agglomeration process. Particles of type (B) form agglomerates of random shape (Fig. 2). Focusing on different planes in the microscope indicates that they are assembling at the cell surface and are probably pinned at the surface. The shape and size of the clusters look to be similar in the N and M phases. The top images of Fig. 2 show the liquid crystal textures observed with crossed polarizers at two different temperatures, while the lower images show the sample under the same conditions without polarizers. In the latter case, the agglomerates can be seen very clearly. Comparison of the upper and lower images reveals that the director alignment and thus the birefringence show distinct changes in the vicinity of the agglomerates.

In contrast, the agglomeration of particles of type (C) at the transition from the isotropic to the nematic phase (I \( \rightarrow \) N) appears quite different from the behavior at the isotropic to columnar (I \( \rightarrow \) M) transition (Fig. 3). At the (I \( \rightarrow \) N) transition there is a broad temperature range of (I + N) coexistence with nematic islands in an isotropic environment; the particles form clusters of irregular shape [Fig. 3(a)]. However, in the (I + M) coexistence range, the growing M phase forms broad parallel ribbons aligned along the rubbing direction, which are separated by elongated parallel isotropic channels [Fig. 3(b)]. In this environment, the particles are expelled from the M phase and assemble in the isotropic regions, thereby agglomerating in parallel chains. A sample of 25% (by weight) DSCG in water shows coexistence of the N and M phases at lower temperature
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[Fig. 3(c)]. The regions of the N phase show a kind of Schlieren texture with a continuous variation between different grey shades, while the texture of the M phase shows characteristic sharp grain boundaries, which appear also in the ribbons of the M phase in the (I + M) coexistence region. Inspection of the colloidal particle distribution in the (N + M) coexistence region [Fig. 3(c)] shows that agglomerates of arbitrary shape can be formed in the nematic state, while the particles are completely expelled from the regions of the M phase and tend to assemble at the surface of M phase regions. Obviously, this expelling of colloidal particles from the M phase is also driving the arrangement of particles in the (I + M) coexistence range [Fig. 3(b) and (d)]. When the polarizers of the microscope are not crossed, but aligned at 45° to each other, one can see both the birefringence of the liquid crystal and the location of the particle agglomerates very clearly [Fig. 3(d)]. Obviously, the particles form long, elongated agglomerates because they are expelled from the parallel ribbons of the M phase and remain in the channels of isotropic phase. The parallel ordering of the ribbons in turn can be attributed to the surface treatment of the substrate by parallel rubbing with the abrasive foam.

**Discussion**

The phenomenon that colloidal particles or nanoparticles are expelled from a mesophase has also been observed at nematic/isotropic interfaces of thermotropic liquid crystals. 33–35 It is well-known that surface effects and elastic deformations of the LC structure affect the free energy density and yield forces acting on defects or enclosed particles in a liquid crystal. The local
alignment of rod-like liquid crystal molecules (in thermotropic LC) or rod-like molecular aggregates (in lyotropic LC) can be described by a pseudo-vector, the director \( \mathbf{n} \), which may depend on the position. A deformation of the director field leads to an increase of the free energy.

\[
f = \frac{1}{2} \left[ (K_{11} \text{div} \mathbf{n})^2 + K_{22}(\mathbf{n} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{n})^2 + K_{33}(\mathbf{n} \times \nabla \mathbf{n})^2 \right] dV + \frac{1}{2} \int \left[ W_0 \sin^2(\phi - \phi_0) + W_0 \sin^2(\theta - \theta_0) \right] dA.
\]  

(1)

The volume integral represents the Frank-Oseen energy describing splay \( K_{11} \) twist \( K_{22} \) and bend \( K_{33} \) deformations of the director, while the surface integral introduced by Rapini and Papoular describes the azimuthal \( W_0 \) and polar \( W_0 \) anchoring strength of the director at the interface. According to a model developed by West et al., a dragging force \( F_{\text{drag}} \) acts on particles at the nematic-isotropic interface. This force \( F_{\text{drag}} = F_b + F_f + F_e + F_{\eta} \) is governed by bulk and surface terms of the elastic energy \( F_b \) and \( F_f \), a contribution \( F_e \) from the difference of surface tensions at the particle/nematic and particle/isotropic phase interface, and a friction force \( F_{\eta} \) originating from the viscous drag. For weak anchoring \( WR/K \ll 1 \) and particles with a radius \( R \), the dragging force is given by

\[
F_{\text{drag, weak anchoring}} = \gamma_b W^2 R^2/K + \gamma_e WR + 2\pi RD\sigma - 6\pi R\eta v,  
\]

(2)

where \( W \) and \( K \) are effective values of the anchoring energy and the elastic coefficients, \( \gamma_b \) and \( \gamma_e \) are dimensionless geometrical parameters, \( D\sigma \) is the difference of the surface tensions in the mesophase and in the isotropic phase, \( \eta \) is the effective viscosity and \( v \) the velocity at which the phase boundary propagates. Since the elastic force scales as \( R^2 \) while the friction force scales as \( R \), particles move only if their radius \( R \) exceeds a minimum value \( R_{\text{min}} \) which is given by the condition \( F_{\text{drag, weak anchoring}} = 0 \) in eqn (2). On the other hand, the moving phase boundary can transfer only a limited momentum to a particle, which limits the particle size to a condition \( R < R_{\text{max}}(\nu, W, \Delta\sigma) \). For strong anchoring \( WR/K \gg 1 \), the dragging force is given by

\[
F_{\text{drag, strong anchoring}} = \gamma_b K + 2\pi RD\sigma - 6\pi R\eta v.  
\]

(3)

If the particles expelled from the mesophase start agglomerating, the effective particle size \( R \) no longer corresponds to the radius of a single particle, but to the size of an agglomerate of particles. Thus, agglomeration may cause a transition from weak anchoring \( WR/K \ll 1 \) to strong anchoring \( WR/K \gg 1 \) conditions. In the strong anchoring regime, a critical size of agglomerates \( R_{\text{crit}} \) [given by the condition \( F_{\text{drag, strong anchoring}} = 0 \) in eqn (3)] may be exceeded, where chains of particles break through the phase boundary and remain in the mesophase. Studies of colloidal particles in a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal \( 5CB \) with \( K \approx 10^{-12} - 10^{-11} \) N m\(^{-1}\) and \( D\sigma \approx 10^{-4} - 10^{-3} \) N m\(^{-2}\) have revealed that small silica particles \( R \approx 5 \text{ nm} - 500 \text{ nm} \) represent weak anchoring conditions, while large polymer particles \( R \approx 8 \mu\text{m} \) and sufficiently large agglomerates of small particles represent the strong anchoring regime. Both kinds of particles can be dragged by an interface moving at the velocity \( v \approx 3 \mu\text{m s}^{-1} \) and are expelled from the nematic phase.

The experiments reported here indicate that PMMA particles with a size similar to the range of silica particles that were studied in ref. 23 and 24 are not expelled by the chromonic nematic (N) phase, but can be expelled by the chromonic columnar (M) phase, thereby forming a stripe pattern, which resembles the stripe pattern shown in ref. 23. This observation may be explained by the dragging model taking into account the elastic coefficients of chromonic liquid crystals. Measurements of the elastic coefficients of the lyotropic chromonic nematic phase formed by solutions of the dye sunset yellow (SSY) have shown that the splay and bend elastic coefficients \( K_{11} \) and \( K_{33} \) exhibit similar size to those of thermotropic nematic liquid crystals, while the value of \( K_{22} \) is about one order of magnitude smaller in the chromonic N phase. Recent studies of the director field around microparticles dispersed in a chromonic N phase revealed an unusual twisted director field around these particles even in non-chiral systems, which can be attributed to the unusually small value of the twist elastic coefficient \( K_{22} \). This ability to accommodate particle inclusion by lowering the elastic energy through spontaneous twist, thus decreasing the average elastic constant, may explain why the particles in our samples are not observed to be expelled by the chromonic nematic phase. On the other hand, it is known that a columnar phase can not be splayed or twisted without the appearance of edge- or screw dislocations, respectively. Therefore, we expect the splay and twist coefficients \( K_{11} \) and \( K_{33} \) to diverge at the transition to the columnar phase. If the elastic coefficients of the chromonic columnar phase are equal to or larger than the elastic coefficients of a thermotropic nematic phase, the particles are expected to be dragged at the interface and to assemble in the isotropic phase, as observed in the present study.

**Experimental**

**Particle synthesis**

Cross-linked, functionalized colloidal particles (Table 1) were synthesized by surfactant-free radical polymerization of methyl methacrylate (MMA) with the cross-linking agent dimethyl 2,2’-[oxybis(methylene)]bisacrylate and different monofunctional co-monomers (Fig. 4). The cross-linker was synthesized as described in ref. 29. 6-Bromohexyl acrylate was used as a co-monomer to obtain particles functionalized with bromine atoms [type (A)] and positively charged particles [type (B)]. The monomers were destabilized before use by flash column chromatography using basic aluminum oxide as the solid phase. For the particle synthesis, 140 ml of distilled water was heated to 80 °C and degassed with argon. A mixture of the respective monomers (Table 1) with 15 ml toluene was added and the resulting mixture was vigorously stirred and annealed at 80 °C before the reaction was started by adding a solution of 0.8 g K₂S₂O₇ in 20 ml degassed water. Stopping the reaction after 20 minutes by fumigating with air and cooling, evaporation of the residual monomer and of toluene, and subsequent centrifugation and purification of the particles yielded monodisperse particles of type (A) with a diameter of about 180 nm (determined by Zetasizer, Malvern). For getting positively charged particles, quaternary ammonium groups with bromide...
counter-ions were generated through substituting the bromo functionality by trimethylamine. For this purpose, an aqueous dispersion of type (A) particles was stirred with an excess of trimethylamine for 72 hours at room temperature. The resulting particles of type (B) were separated by centrifugation. Epoxy-functionalized particles [type (C)] were synthesized using glycidyl methacrylate as a co-monomer as described in ref. 32. Stopping the polymerization reaction after 15 minutes yielded particles with a diameter of 160–170 nm (determined by Zetasizer, Malvern). The surface charge density of the particles (up to 90 $\text{mC m}^{-2}$) and its measurement were extensively described in a previous paper (ref. 31).

### Cell preparation and characterization

DSCG was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification for preparing mixtures with 12.5 to 30.0 wt% of DSCG in millipore water. For preparing cells, microscope slides were cleaned with acetone and millipore water and subsequently exposed to plasma cleaning. Alignment of the director on the glass surfaces was achieved by rubbing the microscope slide once with a fine abrasive foam (3M Trizact™ Foam Disc P3000) under pressure. From these prepared microscope slides, cells with a gap of 11 μm were fabricated [Fig. 5]. The cell gap was controlled by dispersing glass cylinders with a well defined diameter in two-component epoxy glue, which was used to fix the slides. When isotropic DSCG solutions are filled into an 11 μm cell with parallel rubbing directions at elevated temperature and subsequently cooled slowly, an oriented single domain of the N or oriented domains of the M phase are obtained. The cells were investigated by a polarizing microscope (model DM 4500 P, Leica), while controlling the temperature with a FP82 hot stage addressed by a FP 90 controller (Mettler).

### Conclusion

In summary, the stability of different colloidal particles in DSCG/water-based chromonic liquid crystals turned out to depend on the surface functionality of the particles. While non-charged particles functionalized with bromine atoms do not disperse in the liquid crystal, cationic trimethylammonium-substituted PMMA particles and epoxy-functionalized PMMA particles disperse very well in the isotropic phase of the DSCG/water mixtures and agglomerate only in the liquid crystalline phases. When respective mixtures are cooled from the isotropic phase, this agglomeration starts in the temperature range where the isotropic phase (I) and the N or M mesophase coexist. Particularly in the case of (I + M) coexistence, it is obvious that the particles are completely expelled from the M phase and

### Table 1  Monomer composition of the functionalized particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle type</th>
<th>Basic monomer</th>
<th>Co-monomer</th>
<th>Cross-linker</th>
<th>Charged groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>12, 8 g (127.8 mmol) MMA</td>
<td>2.5 g (10.6 mmol) 6-bromohexyl acrylate</td>
<td>1.4 g (6.54 mmol) dimethyl 2,2’-[oxy bis (methylene)] bisacrylate</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B)</td>
<td>12, 8 g (127.8 mmol) MMA</td>
<td>2.5 g (10.6 mmol) 6-bromohexyl acrylate</td>
<td>1.4 g (6.54 mmol) dimethyl 2,2’-[oxy bis (methylene)] bisacrylate</td>
<td>Trimethylammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C)</td>
<td>11.3 g (112.9 mmol) MMA</td>
<td>1.6 g (11.3 mmol) glycidyl methacrylate</td>
<td>1.5 g (7.0 mmol) dimethyl 2,2’-[oxy bis (methylene)] bisacrylate</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**Fig. 4** Flow-diagram of surfactant-free polymerization with bromohexyl acrylate (yielding positively or negatively charged PMMA particles after substitution of the bromine atoms).

**Fig. 5** Cell geometry.
therefore assemble in the I phase. Surface alignment induced by parallel rubbing of the glass substrates with an abrasive prior to filling the cells yields not only uniform alignment of the optical axis of the N phase, but also the growth of parallel ribbons of the M phase, which are separated by parallel channels of the I phase. This spontaneous pattern formation in turn leads to the formation of stripe-like assemblies of the particles in the isotropic phase.

The phenomenon that colloidal particles or nanoparticles are expelled from a mesophase has been previously observed at the nematic/isotropic interface of thermotropic liquid crystals and can be explained by dragging forces acting on the particles at the isotropic/mesophase interface, which are caused by director field distortions in the mesophase and differences of the surface tensions and may be compensated by viscous drag.21-24 Our observation that nanoparticles are expelled by the chromonic columnar phase is in agreement with the model by West et al.25,26 developed for thermotropic mesophases. The finding that the particles are not expelled from the chromonic nematic phase may be explained by the unusually small value of the twist constant \( K_{22} \), which is known to be one order of magnitude lower in the chromonic nematic phase than in a thermotropic nematic phase27 thereby easing the inclusion of particles.27 More quantitative results may be obtained by detailed studies of the director field around colloidal particles, for example by fluorescence confocal polarizing microscopy (FCPM).28-31 Such detailed studies – which are beyond the scope of the present paper – will be the subject of forthcoming investigations.
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